Name: TONI-PE-Nesting Roof Mount

Function: Nettings are used to protect real estate from birds. The roof-mount technology has been invented to protect flat roofs, inclined roofs, triangular hips and roof gutters from birds.

Components: Knotted netting made of Polyethylene, nylon or other textiles. Fastening material (usually stainless steel cable, Ring clips, tumbuckles).

Material: Highly compressed Polyethylene 125 HDPE. Rotting resilient. MESH SIZE: 50mmx50mm. WIRE: 6 Monofilament wires 630 denier (wire diameter 0.3mm) three pairs of two twisted wires are twisted again and form the yarn.

Wire size: ca. 1mm. Breaking stress: 14kg (ISO1405).

Available colours: black/stone/translucent.

Fire resistance: Inflammable according to DIN 4102 B1. Melting point: ca. 175°C.

UV performance: UV-resistant.

Installation: Roof-mount-poles are positioned in appropriate distances and secured with weights to withstand wind pressure. A stainless steel wire of 1.5mm diameter is fastened at the top of the roof-mount-poles. The netting is fastened at the stainless steel wire. Ring clips are used to hold the netting and connect it to the wire.

Liability advice: TONI products are long established and proven bird control products. However, TONI products can only work effectively as part of an overall and planned programme of bird control. The duration of usage and the effect of professional treatment can vary, without exception. TONI Bird Control Solutions GmbH & Co. KG cannot accept liability for any consequential damages as a result of incorrect application. TONI products may require an individual licence for building regulations or nature conservation. TONI accepts no liability for any consequences as a result of faulty application.
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